From the Diary of Our Ex-wards ...Story Of One of Our Ex Wards.
I’m Pung Kam Kee, nick name (Maxx), currently 24 years old.
My wife is a Malay muslim and we have a son, 7 month old.
I had been staying at Pure Life Society for about 8 years since 2002 -2009.
I started primary school at SEKOLAH RENDAH SATHYA SAI.
Besides learning normal subject, we learned human values, moral and discipline.
Dharma secondary school is a lower secondary school,limited space,only form 1 to form 3 classes.
After PMR, all students needed to find another secondary school to continue their studies.Soon after my PMR
result, my mother decided to discharge me from Pure Life Home.
However wasn't interested to pursue my form 4. I was only interested in computers. Luckily I found a college
which accepted me with a minimum qualification, PMR and that made it possible for me to study at
SUNDERLAND COLLEGE for 1 year.
Qualified,
- IT Support Specialist CERT (Diploma) from Sunderland College.
- Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist certification for server 2008 CERT (MCTS)
- Networking CERT (Singapore C++)
- Apple Certified for all IOS device and MacBook pro. (TECH ID 5T1B59CB70)
First job, (only 3 month for exam requirement)
Occupation: Technical Trainees.
HP Malaysia SDN BHD
Repairing all kind of product. Examples HP laptop, desktop and server.
Second job,
Occupation: Junior Technician
QCD Apple authorised service centre SDN BHD.
Repair all IOS device, IMac include MacBook.
Working the first few years in the IT World, i faced too many challenges.Many IT products continuously got
upgraded day by day.Even the technician from foreign was increasing in our country.
The demand for local technicians started to drop. Foreign technicians were cheaper in term of salary. Working
in a small company with a little benefit was definitely s not worth.
So I moved out from IT line. From here I begin my career in printing world, working in Multinational
Company (MNC). Then my journey continued from a trainner to senior service engineer as following:
Third job,
Occupation: Trainers
RICOH MALAYSIA SDN BHD (MNC)
Trainers for technical and networking
Fourth job, (found more experience dealing with customers)
Occupation: Field Engineer
Canon Malaysia SDN BHD (MNC)
Repairing industrial printer at customer based.
Current job
Occupation: Senior Service Engineer (Executive)
EPSON MALAYSIA SDN BHD (MNC)
Give training for the latest products launched for all ASP and attend meeting at regional office.
Today i am quite happy for who i am. I thank everyone who has helped me become who i am today. Most of
all i am thankful to Mother and the Pure Life for accepting me as a family member there.
Thank you for reading my story. I hope it will inspire many people like me .My family and I wish everyone a
good health and success and always thankful to Mother and Pure Life Society.
God bless all!

Love ,
Pung Kam Kee

